
50+ Leaflet Designs, Format & Examples

Like flyers, leaflets never go out of style. Even if marketing strategies are constantly
changing, it is still out in the market. That is how effective and useful this piece of paper
can be. Even those who don't use leaflets for their businesses still appreciate its
creativity and beauty.

To create a Leaflet of your very own, follow the
following steps:

● Browse through several Leaflet designs for your own leaflet.
● Customize Online or Download in your preferred File format and Print As

Required.

However, there are various factors or elements that you need to know in terms of
making leaflets. Take a look at some editable leaflet designs and formats below. These
can help you choose the best style that suits your needs.

https://www.template.net/editable/leaflets


1. Business Leaflet Design

The color combination, choice of fonts, and appropriate details make this business
leaflet design template a perfect example of a credible and successful leaflet. You can use
this template as your reference if you want to make a similar one.

https://www.template.net/editable/flyers/business
https://www.template.net/editable/flyers/business


2. Promotional Leaflet Design

Our promotional leaflet design template provides you the creativity and sophistication
that most people want to see in a leaflet. You can use this template as an example for
your next leaflet-making journey.

https://www.template.net/editable/flyers/promotional


3. Conference Leaflet Design

The choice of colors, shapes, font, proper arrangements and borders make this
conference leaflet design template looks credible and reliable. You can use this if you
want to make a leaflet with a similar design.

https://www.template.net/editable/conference


4. Speaker Leaflet Design

If you want to make a credible and reliable leaflet for a speaker, you should use
professional and simple designs. Look at how our speaker leaflet design template makes
it possible.

https://www.template.net/editable/speaker-templates


5. Clinic Leaflet Example

Right imagery, proper arrangement, complete details, and appropriate font can help you
make a decent and credible leaflet. So don't hesitate to use those. Take the vet clinic
leaflet example below as your reference.

Source

https://www.stocklayouts.com/Templates/Flyer/Vet-Clinic-Flyer-Template-Design-PT0091501.aspx


6. Education Leaflet Design

When creating leaflets for educational purposes, you should utilize designs that are both
appealing and professional. You can use our education leaflet design template as your
reference.

https://www.template.net/editable/education


7. Kindergarten Leaflet Design

When making leaflets for kindergarten, using creative and engaging designs can never
go wrong. However, simple designs can work well too. Look at how our kindergarten
leaflet template makes it possible.

https://www.template.net/editable/kindergarten
https://www.template.net/editable/kindergarten


8. Shipping Leaflet Design

To entice people to avail of your shipping services, making a leaflet can help you a lot.
However, don't overwhelm everything to avoid ruining the design. Look at how we make
our shipping leaflet decent and credible.

https://www.template.net/editable/shipping-templates


9. Laundry Leaflet Design

Using creative and engaging designs for a leaflet isn't a bad idea. It can even add flavor
and texture to the leaflet. Look at how our laundry leaflet design makes it possible.

https://www.template.net/editable/laundry-templates


10. Travel Leaflet Example

When creating a leaflet for your travel agency, using creative and lively designs can
never go wrong. It can easily attract people who want to travel. Take the travel leaflet
template below as an example.

Source

https://www.postermywall.com/index.php/posters/search?s=travel+leaflet#e66373d8a0ded34b1a3d64cd1a505257


11. Moving Company Leaflet Design

Our moving company leaflet design provides you the creativity and simplicity that
people want to see in a leaflet. You can use this template as your reference for your next
leaflet-making journey.

12. Art Director Leaflet Design

https://www.template.net/editable/company


Our art director leaflet design provides you a stylish and sophisticated design that you
want to see in an art director leaflet. You can use this template as your reference if you
prefer to make a similar one.

13. Music Production Leaflet Design

https://www.template.net/editable/art-director-templates


The creativity and proper arrangement of context make this music production leaflet
design a perfect example of a credible and successful leaflet. Use this template as your
reference.

14. Meetup Event Leaflet Design

https://www.template.net/editable/music-production-templates


When creating leaflets for meetup event purposes, using creative and artistic designs
can never go wrong. However, make sure that you're using them the right way to avoid
overwhelming everything. Look at how our meetup event leaflet makes it possible.

15. Event Management Leaflet Design

https://www.template.net/editable/meetup-event-templates


When making leaflets for events, engaging and creative designs are perfect. Look at how
we make our event management leaflet template look engaging and attractive enough.

16. Apartment Rental Leaflet Design

https://www.template.net/editable/event-management-templates


To entice people to avail of your apartment rental services, you should create an
engaging and interesting leaflet. Use creative and artistic designs. Look at how our
apartment rental leaflet template makes it possible.

17. Vacation Rental Leaflet Design

https://www.template.net/editable/apartment-rental-templates


If you want to advertise your vacation rental services, you should make an engaging and
compelling leaflet. It should be creative and pleasant to attract people. You can use our
vacation rental leaflet design as your reference.

https://www.template.net/editable/vacation-rental-templates


18. Wedding Planner Leaflet Example

Weddings are special. So if you want to make a leaflet out of it, you should use creative
and artistic designs to attract people. Take the wedding planner leaflet design below as
an example.

Source

https://www.stocklayouts.com/Templates/Flyer/Wedding-Planner-Flyer-Template-Design-WE0011501.aspx


19. Music Festival Leaflet Design

Music festivals are usually lively and festive. So don't hesitate to use lively and festive
designs in your leaflets. Look at how our music festival leaflet design gives justice to it.

https://www.template.net/editable/music-festival-templates


20. Online Courses Leaflet Design

The proper arrangement of the context and choice of colors and style makes this online
courses leaflet one of the perfect examples of credible and successful leaflets.

https://www.template.net/editable/course-brochure


21. Music Band Leaflet Design

Our music band leaflet design provides you the simplicity and substance that you want
to see in a leaflet. You can use this template as your reference for your next
leaflet-making journey.

https://www.template.net/editable/music-band-templates


22. Gaming Company Leaflet Design

The combination of creativity and simplicity makes this gaming company leaflet design
a perfect example of a successful and credible leaflet. You can use this template as your
reference.

https://www.template.net/editable/gaming-company-templates


23. Golf Leaflet Example

The creativity and proper arrangement of context make this golf leaflet design one of the
best examples of successful leaflets.

Source

https://www.postermywall.com/index.php/posters/search?s=leaflet#5c1c20fac30afc7ec401a52c864fdef1


24. Flower Shop Leaflet Design

Our flower shop leaflet design has the originality, refinement, and substance you're
looking for in a leaflet. You can use this template as an example for your next
leaflet-making journey.

https://www.template.net/editable/floral-brochure


25. Church Leaflet Design

The simplicity and refinement make this church leaflet design a perfect example of a
credible leaflet. Its simple styles showcase devotion and a serious tone.

https://www.template.net/editable/flyers/church


26. Online Store Leaflet Design

This online store leaflet stands out because of its simplicity and originality. Its designs
give it a credible and fascinating appearance. If you like the style, you can utilize this
template.

https://www.template.net/editable/online-store


27. Recruitment Firm Leaflet Design

When creating a leaflet for a recruitment firm, make sure to use firm and professional
designs to make it look credible and reliable. Look at how our recruitment firm leaflet
design makes it possible.

https://www.template.net/editable/recruitment


28. Staffing Agency Leaflet Design

The same with recruitment firms, you should use firm, professional, and formal designs
when creating a leaflet for a staffing agency. Our staffing agency leaflet is the perfect
example of it.

https://www.template.net/editable/staffing-agency-templates


29. Trucking and Logistics Leaflet Design

The creativity and pleasing appearance make this trucking and logistics leaflet a perfect
example of a credible and successful leaflet. You can use this template as your reference
if you like the design.

https://www.template.net/editable/trucking-and-logistic-templates


30. Accountancy Firm Leaflet Design

You should create a professional-looking and comprehensive leaflet if you want people
to trust your company. If you use unique and creative designs correctly, they can work
well. Look at how our accounting company leaflet accomplishes this.



31. Finance Consultant Leaflet Example

Using simple and elegant designs for a finance consultant leaflet isn't a bad idea. If you
use them the right way, it will turn out well. Take the finance consultant leaflet design
below as an example.

Source

https://www.stocklayouts.com/Templates/Flyer/Financial-Consulting-Flyer-Template-Design-FN0091502.aspx


32. Investment Fund Leaflet Design

If you want people to invest their time and trust your services, making a credible and
engaging leaflet can help you. However, make sure you know your limits in designing
such leaflets. Simple designs can work well too. Look at how our investment fund leaflet
makes it possible.

https://www.template.net/editable/investment-fund-templates


33. Hotel Leaflet Example

If you want people to trust your hotel, make a creative and engaging leaflet. It could help
you attract people and keep your customers coming back. Take the hotel leaflet design
below as an example.

Source

https://www.stocklayouts.com/Templates/Flyer/Hotel-Flyer-Template-Design-TR0161501.aspx


34. Construction Advertising Leaflet Design

When creating a leaflet to advertise your construction services, you should make it firm
and professional to make it look credible and reliable. You can use our construction
advertising leaflet design as your reference.

https://www.template.net/editable/construction-advertisement-flyer
https://www.template.net/editable/construction-advertisement-flyer


35. Construction Promotion Leaflet Design

If you want to promote your construction services, making a firm and credible leaflet
can help you a lot. Using creative and artistic designs can work well, especially if you use
them correctly. You can use our construction promotion leaflet design as an example.

https://www.template.net/editable/construction-leaflet


36. Construction Company Leaflet Design

If you want to entice people to hire your construction company, making a trustworthy
and engaging leaflet can be beneficial. You can be artistic but ensure to know your limit
to avoid overwhelming your design. Look at how our construction company leaflet
makes it possible.

https://www.template.net/editable/construction-company-templates


37. Carpenter Leaflet Design

Our carpenter leaflet design provides you the simplicity and sophistication that you
want to see in a leaflet. You can use this template as your reference for your next
leaflet-making task.

https://www.template.net/editable/carpenter-templates


38. Yoga Leaflet Design

The proper context arrangement and appropriate imagery and fonts make this yoga
leaflet design a perfect example of a credible and successful leaflet.

https://www.template.net/editable/yoga-flyer
https://www.template.net/editable/yoga-flyer


39. Photography Leaflet Design

The creativity and simplicity make this photography leaflet design a perfect example of a
successful and reliable leaflet. You can use this template if you prefer the style.

https://www.template.net/editable/photography


40. Photo Art Gallery Leaflet Design

Our photo art gallery leaflet has the sophistication, simplicity, and creativity you're
looking for in a leaflet. You can use this template for your future endeavors.

https://www.template.net/editable/photo-art-gallery-templates


41. Web and Mobile App Development Services
Leaflet Example

Our web and mobile app development services leaflet contains a simple and elegant
design. You can use this template as your reference if you like the style.

https://www.template.net/editable/web-and-mobile-app-development-services-templates


42. Scuba Diving School Leaflet Design

The creativity and uniqueness make this scuba diving school leaflet a perfect example of
an engaging and reliable leaflet. You can use this template as a reference if you want to
make a similar one.

https://www.template.net/editable/scuba-diving-school-templates


43. Real Estate Agent Leaflet Design

If you want to entice people to obtain your services as a real estate agent, making an
engaging and creative leaflet can help. But remember to limit yourself when designing to
avoid ruining the leaflet. Look at how our real estate agent leaflet makes it possible.

https://www.template.net/editable/real-estate-agent-flyer


44. Theater Company Leaflet Design

The simplicity makes this theater company's leaflet stand out. Its uniqueness helps you
attract people to join your company. You can use this template as your reference if you
like the design.

https://www.template.net/editable/theater-company-templates


45. Digital Advertising Agency Leaflet Design

The creativity and pleasing appearance make this digital advertising agency leaflet one
of the best examples of a credible and successful leaflet.

https://www.template.net/editable/advertising-agency


46. Spa Leaflet Example

When creating a leaflet for your spa, make sure it is engaging and relevant. With the
right fonts, colors, styles, and imagery, you can easily attract people. Take the spa leaflet
below as an example.

Source

https://www.postermywall.com/index.php/posters/search?s=leaflet#b8d2572a8234833a847ab76b33a91827


47. Nail Studio Shop Leaflet Design

Our nail studio shop leaflet has the refinement and originality you're searching for in a
leaflet. You can use this template as your reference for your future endeavors.

https://www.template.net/editable/nail-salon-dl-card


48. Airline Leaflet Design

The choice of fonts, styles, and imagery makes this airline leaflet a perfect example of a
credible and successful leaflet. You can use this template as an example for your next
leaflet-making task.

https://www.template.net/editable/airline-ticket


49. Restaurant Leaflet Example

When creating a leaflet for your restaurant, featuring your best product is the best way
to entice people. Also, don't hesitate to use creative designs. Take the restaurant leaflet
below as an example.

Source

https://www.postermywall.com/index.php/posters/search?s=leaflet#2fc50f499c0bd872f306f8d5a59a9f3e


50. Charity Leaflet Design

Our charity leaflet design provides you the simplicity and substance that you need in a
leaflet. You can use this template as your reference if you want to make a similar one.

LEAFLET FORMAT

Even though each leaflet is unique in its way, they all share common aspects or factors.
The format outlined below can help designers learn more about leaflet design.

https://www.template.net/editable/charity


1. The Logo

When it comes to making a leaflet, the first thing you should consider is the logo. The
logo's placement is entirely up to you. However, it is usually at the top. You should
include logos in every leaflet since it adds credibility and texture.

2. The Slogan

Apart from the logo, you also need to consider the slogan. Adding a slogan to your leaflet
can add more texture, flavor, and reliability. With such, your leaflet will appear to be
credible and successful.

3. The Details

You should also consider all the necessary details. These details include the company's
overview and history and its offered services. Adding such can help you catch people's
attention.

4. The Spacing

When it comes to designing leaflets, spacing is crucial. The gaps help viewers identify
and interpret the information offered by creating a visual structure for the elements.

General FAQs

What is a leaflet?

A leaflet is a piece of paper that conveys a brief message clearly and concisely.
Businesses use it to sell and advertise their products and services. They're also
frequently utilized to inform customers about new stores, special offers, and events.

What is the purpose of a leaflet?

A leaflet's purpose is to provide concise information in a short amount of space. People
use it frequently to influence readers on a specific topic. Leaflets are a direct and
cost-effective approach to reach a large number of individuals with information.



How useful is a leaflet to a company?

Leaflets can be very beneficial to any business, no matter how big or small. They're an
excellent method to raise awareness of who you are and what you offer, but they're also
a great way to reach out to clients, particularly new ones.

What is the size of a leaflet?

A leaflet comes in many sizes. It could be A2, A3, A4, and A5, depending on your choice.

What is the origin of a leaflet?

It was first used during the British Civil War. During that time, both sides utilized
printed leaflets to encourage their troops and weaken their opponents, resulting in a
print explosion.


